Plates
Different Shades of Traditional Market in Zahedan City: Most of the locals and rural people come to this market for buying different things. One can see some rural people are waiting for taxi to go to their villages as well as an old rural man, who has a sheep for selling. (October, 2008)
Plate II

Rasuli Market is a modern market in Zahedan city with various foreign goods which come through the borders especially like clothes, food (rice, tea and different fruits and juices of tropical fruits), shoes, garments, electronic and electrical goods both new and second hand. Everybody who comes to Zahedan city at any time or season with any purpose, certainly visits of this market and purchases something from. (June, 2009) At the bottom is Garage Market of Zahedan City: The place for selling fodder by villagers who come to the city in the early morning. (September. 2008)
Mojtame-e-Gavdaran village: This village was established by government for shifting all the people who had cows from inside the city to the periphery in 1991. Now it has become a developed village in Cheshme-Ziyarat tehsil and supplies more than 35 tons milk daily to the city. However, it is accounted as a pollution factor of the city. (August, 2008)
Plate IV

Above is the date palm cultivation in a developed village Motore-Hasht Shahrivar. In the middle is the date palm cultivation in a developing village Hasanabad and lower is the date palm cultivation in a deprived village Mirkuhe-Paein. All the three villages are from Ladiz tehsil of Mirjaveh district. (July, 2008)
Plate V

Above is a farm of wheat cultivation in a developed village Hesaroueiye in Nosratabad tehsil. Middle is a wheat farm in a developing village Motore-Soltan Mohammad in Kurin tehsil. (June 2008). Lower are the harvested wheat terraced farms in a deprived semi-mountainous village Kharestane-Paein in Tamin tehsil. (July, 2008). It is interesting to note that the vegetation has come up on the foot of the terraces due to seepage and spillover irrigation.
Above is a scene of Green House Farms at the foot of the hill in Tamin village which is the highest developed village in Tamin tehsil in a hilly area of Zahedan region. Middle is the scene of government infrastructure, like public Guide School, High School and police station. Lower is the village landscape of Tamin from a distance. It is interesting to note that the good tree cover is due to runoff catchment in the low lying areas. With the same amount of rainfall the vegetation cover would never be so good in a plain area, devoid of runoff support. (July, 2008).
Drought-prone Hajiabad Fajr is the most deprived village in Cheshme Ziyarat Tehsil on lowland or a plain area of Zahedan region: Abandoned farms above and mud made public school in the middle and a mud made poor housing in the lower frame are characteristic of a deprived village. It is no longer a functional village of any agricultural landuse. It exists mainly because of its connectivity, for services, with Zahedan city. (May, 2008)
Plate VIII

Above is a pre harvest, tube well irrigated Pistachio garden in a developing village Rahmatabad in Kurin tehsil. Middle is the sheep and goat rearing on a common pasture and alfalfa fodder farm for the organized animal husbandry in the background. (June, 2008). Lower is the rich Pistachio harvest at Allahabad-e-Domak, a developed village in Domak tehsil. (August, 2008)
Plate IX

These are farm conditions in a drought affected deprived village Rowshanabad in Kurin tehsil. In the middle, the agricultural farm has been abandoned because the tube well has dried up due to the lowering water table under recurrent and severe drought conditions. (June, 2008) Lower is the government support of a public school and drinking water facility for the village sustenance.
Plate X

Above and middle are the Pistachio garden, fodder farm and livestock sheds in a developing village Lare-Paein in Hormak tehsil of Markazi district. Lower is the village council, son of a white-bearded elder, who is responding to the questions of the researcher. (June. 2008)
Above is the housing settlement of a nomad tribe and its head man in a medium size and developing village Chah-Hosainali in Nosratabad tehsil. (July, 2008) Middle is the irrigated pomegranate and grapes garden in the same village. Lower is the sand dune hurdle on the approach road of the village.

Plate XI
Plate XII

Above is the wheat and alfalfa farming in a good irrigated area of a developed village Kalchat in Kurin tehsil in a low land or plain area with use of tube-well and mechanization. Lower is a fine quality approach road which is a good indicator of rural-urban linkages and development of the village. (June. 2008)
Above is the bank loan supported animal husbandry and housing in the developed village Mojtame-e-Govdaran in Cheshme-Ziyarat tehsil. Middle is the flourishing green houses of market oriented vegetables in a developed village of Siyahjangal in Tamin tehsil. Lower is the housing plan, near completion with the bank loan support, in a developing Hormak village in Hormak tehsil of Markazi district. (June, 2008)
Above is a High School building under construction in a developed village Shuro in Shuro tehsil of Kurin district. Middle is a shopping landscape in a developed village Gloogah in Shuro tehsil. Lower is the Asphalt road connectivity project of the government under completion in Gloogah. (June, 2008)
Above is a deprived village Kharestane-Bala in the hilly terrain of Tamin tehsil in Mirjaveh district. This is a nomad village with a summer housing tent in the foreground. (July, 2008) Middle is the government cooperative facility for the provision of basic necessities. Lower is a fragmented vegetable farm on the foot of a hill along a stream bed.